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To obtain employment with a organization where I can utilize my strengths, skills 
and experience to promote both your organization as well as myself. Abilities 
Essential duties and responsibilities of a production worker, self-directed and able 
to work with out close supervision, ablility to handle multiple projects in a fast 
paced enviroment.

JANUARY 2007 – JANUARY 2009
PRINTING MACHINE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Prepared the presses to print by installing and adjusting the printing plate, 
adjusting pressure, inking the presses, loading the paper, and adjusting the 
press to the proper dimensions of the paper.

 Checked to make sure paper and ink meet the required specs and made 
adjustments to the margins and the flow of ink to the inking rollers as needed.

 Sent the material through the press cylinders, adjusting the feed and tension 
settings as necessary.

 Watched the presses and ensured that paper feeds were stocked abundantly.
 Made appropriate adjustments when issues with ink distribution, speed, and 

temperatures in the drying chamber occurred.
 Fixed problems such as paper jam as quickly as possible to avoid excessive 

downtime.
 Performed preventive maintenance Lubricated and cleaned the presses and 

performed minor repairs needed.

2003 – 2007
PRINTING MACHINE OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Operated greeting card printing machines; created customized daily greeting 
cards using a graphic design computer system.

 Promoted to Printer Operator after six months ahead of others who had 
substantially more seniority.

 Using my designated printing machine I printed bullet line labels on products 
that would later be loaded onto trucks and shipped to their respective.

 Displayed knowledge of printing machines also required to maintain and fix 
issues that arose with my designated machine.

 Responsibility includes independently setting up and operating a variety of 
sophisticated 4-12 color presses and completing any high quality.

 The function includes ordering supplies, setting up and operating the press 
including ancillary equipment such as stackers, turrets, fan folders, .

 Sets up and operates machine to print identifying data on cardboard boxes 
Performs troubleshooting and minor repairs of the machine as needed Fills ink.
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Warehousing, Die-Cast Operator, Screen Printing, Blender Operator, 
Event Set-Up, Maintenance, Packaging, Parking Lot Attendant.
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